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THIS ISSUE’S HOT LIST HAS SOMETHING TO ENTICE EVERY 
ADVENTURER: TAKE A HIKE THROUGH THE ANDES, HUNT 
FOR TREASURES IN ISTANBUL, EXPLORE THE OMANI DESERT 
BY CAMEL AND CATCH THE THRILLING SUPERYACHT CUP 
IN THE BAY OF PALMA 

Above and right: 
Traditional Turkish 
carpets; URART 
jewelry
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The snowcapped mountains of the Peruvian 
Andes are luring hikers from Cusco and Machu 
Picchu to the Sacred Valley. At Explora’s newest 
property, Explora Valle Sagrado, you have 
unlimited access to the region’s tawny slopes, 
punctuated with Incan sites and ancient villages. 
A two-hour drive from Cusco, the hotel is neatly 
tucked at the base of the Urubamba Valley with 
the towering Andes as a backdrop. Here, over 30 
daily explorations are offered that commence by 
foot, bike or van. In the evenings, gather with 
skilled nature guides inside the lodge’s cozy, 
wood-clad lounge to discuss the following day’s 
adventures. Hiking is high on the agenda: Explora 
has exclusive access to hidden trails and remote 
mountain communities, which lend their 
explorations extra bragging rights. Guides take 
travelers along untouched paths past mountain 
lakes, glaciers and tiny villages where locals go 
about their daily business. Although hiking isn’t 
typically considered a luxury experience, with 
Explora, it is. Mid-hike, enjoy a lavish lunch in the 
middle of the mountains (unless you’re going 
deep into the mountains, in which case you’ll take 
a packed lunch). Fresh salads are laid out, homey 
soups are poured into tin mugs and hungry hikers 

Hike through the 
dramatic landscape 
of the Andes 

Rugs, art and jewels in Istanbul
by Charles Runnette

Hiking in  
the Sacred Valley
by Mary Holland

dine in director’s chairs surrounded by soaring 
mountains. Back at the lodge, sublime Peruvian 
dishes are served for breakfast, lunch and dinner: 
quinoa salads, corn soup, lomo saltado (sautéed 
beef) and ceviche, accompanied by South 
American wines. Peru is one of the most 
culinarily advanced countries in South America, 
with a deep-rooted food culture, so sampling the 
cuisine is imperative. Beyond the hotel, at the 
nearby restaurant MIL, located 11,700 ft above 
sea level in an unassuming adobe building 
overlooking the ancient site of Moray, iconic chef 
Virgilio Martínez (of Lima’s Central restaurant) 
takes you on a different kind of journey. The 
tasting menu focuses on high-altitude 
ingredients, which the Andean people have been 
using for centuries. Dishes include elevated 
versions of classic Andean meals like potatoes 
prepared in an underground oven and white corn 
served with slices of queso fresco, a fancy riff on a 
local Andean snack, accompanied by wines or 
herbal infusions.

After days of hiking and biking, achy muscles 
will be in need of downtime at the hotel spa and 
pool set on the far side of the property. Located in 
a colonial 17th-century house, the spa’s dimly lit 
treatment rooms are warmed with wood-burning 
fireplaces and display original frescoes on the 
walls. There’s also a sauna and steam room as 
well as a pool and two outdoor Jacuzzis, set 
under a lemon tree, overlooking the mountains 
and corn terraces.
From $4,750 for three nights in a Luxury Suite. 
Contact José Rosemberg, general manager, 
jrosemberg@explora.com, +1 800 838 9120, 
explora.com 

What did Oprah, Law & Order executive producer Dick Wolf and 
the President of Lithuania do when they went to Istanbul? 
Sure, they may have dropped in at the city’s top sights like 
Hagia Sophia, the Blue Mosque and Topkapi Palace, but they 
definitely bought Turkish rugs at the best rug emporium in 
Sultanahmet: Nakkas. When pressed for time in Istanbul, many 
visitors make the mistake of only shopping at the Grand Bazaar, 
because this massive city straddling two continents can feel a 
little overwhelming, which is a shame, as there are superb 
specialty boutiques.  

 For authentically handmade rugs that are genuinely Turkish, 
kilim and carpet connoisseurs should head straight for the 
aforementioned Nakkas. Cengiz Korkmaz, the massive store’s 
managing director and self-professed “king of handmade rugs in 
Istanbul,” created this four-story Turkish-rug super-boutique above the 
Hippodrome’s cistern, where he boasts of having an impressive 25,000 
handmade pieces on hand. “We sell the best Ushak, Hereke, Sirvan, 
Mamluk and Özipek silk rugs,” Korkmaz told me as we walked through 
room after room of rugs piled to the ceiling. “We can even set you up 
with a rug for a 10,000-sq-ft entry hall.” Prices can go up into the 
and hundreds of thousands of dollars for extremely rare antique 
pieces. And best of all, thanks to Korkmaz’s easygoing nature, you 
will feel free to walk out if you don’t want to buy anything — which 
can be a concern in some of those high-pressure rug-shopping 
situations.

 If you collect contemporary art, consider adding a piece by an exciting 
Turkish artist to your collection. For work by artists whose pieces have 
been featured in world-renowned art spaces like Istanbul’s Salt (which is 
itself worth a visit) and in museums around the globe, head to the 
charming cafe- and gallery-filled Karaköy neighborhood along the Bosphorus. Noted 
galleries Mixer Arts and .artSümer share a building called Juma Karaköy, along with 
two other galleries, and both feature works by a mix of international and Turkish 
artists. Asli Sümer generally represents a more established crop of Turkish art stars, 
while Bengü Gün of Mixer features more undiscovered geniuses. And as Sümer says, 
“Due to the currency devaluation, the prices for local artists that are kept in Turkish 
lira have become especially affordable for international buyers…prices for young 
artists making conceptually strong work vary between $1,000 and $25,000.”

 Head to the chic Nisantasi neighborhood for something shiny. Just down the road 
from the Barneys of Istanbul (Beymen) is URART, whose jewelry has been 
commissioned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Royal Academy of Arts 
stores. Designed by Parsons-educated jeweler Mert Sensezgin, the pieces have a 
striking rough-hewn quality, which at the same time feel both modern and ancient 
— much like the splendid, vibrant city around them. 
nakkasrug.com, artsumer.com, mixerarts.com, urart.com.tr



As a destination for Olympians, around-the-
world competitors, racers and cruisers alike, 
the spectacular Bay of Palma in Mallorca, 
Spain, is no stranger to yachts; a fleet of 20 
vessels might normally be considered 
unremarkable. But a fleet comprising many of 
the most beautiful superyachts in the world, all 
competitively racing one another, is another 
matter entirely. After all, sailing boats that 
average 141 ft in length in such close proximity to 
one another is not what everyday yachting is 
about. Few events come close the Superyacht 
Cup for the traditional grace and splendor of 
yachting; sails the size of eight tennis courts 
quickly fill the bay beneath the watchful eye of 
the iconic Cathedral of Santa Maria of Palma and 
Mallorca’s beautiful Serra de Tramuntana 
mountain range.

As the longest-running event of its kind, the 
Superyacht Cup has the support of owners and 
captains alike, who love Palma’s service facilities 
and its beautiful, yet accessible Mediterranean 
location. Last year’s fleet included yachts ranging 
from the 2018 overall trophy winner Velsheda (a 
vintage 1930s J-Class), to all-carbon fast cruisers 
such as the 111-ft Nilaya, a previous class winner. 
While racing hundreds of tons of technological 
prowess at relatively high speed might seem 
risky, an extraordinary amount of planning and 
coordination takes place to ensure that accidents 
don’t occur. As well as retaining the world’s best 
sailors, specific officers are appointed to monitor 
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Diary from the 
desert
by Michelle Russell

  
DAY FOUR 
A quad bike will bring you to the top of the sand 
dunes to start the day right, with a delicious family 
breakfast of freshly baked pastries surrounded by 
stunning views. A 4x4 awaits to take you from the 
heart of the desert to the hustle and bustle of 
Muscat. A stop at the souk shouldn’t be missed. 
Here, bargaining with the traders is part of the 
experience to purchase spices, silver and vibrant 
pashminas, before heading back to the airport. 
The Royal Tent from $817 per night. 
Contact Ayesha Rashid, assistant revenue 
and reservations manager, 
stay@dunesbyalnahda.com,  
+968 945 829 70, dunesbyalnahda.com

rhythmic stride and stature of these incredible 
desert creatures provides a different view of the 
landscape. For those who want to live life in the 
fast(er!) sand-lane, you can discover how racing 
camels are trained before watching a race. 
 
DAY THREE 
For some quality pampering time, the unique, 
immersive sand bath at Uru Spa is an adventure 
in itself. Climb into the deep baths filled with 
sand sourced from the nearby dunes, and be 
covered top to toe to feel the healing properties 
of the sand (and soothe any aches from 
yesterday’s camel ride). A gentle mask is 
applied to your face and essential oils are added 
to the sand bath to increase the benefits. The 
bath is then followed by a massage under a 
huge umbrella, with a gentle cooling breeze as 
the expert therapists work their magic in the 
open-air spa. In the afternoon, meet with the 
chef, who will introduce you to shuwa, the 
Omani speciality in which meat is marinated in 
oils and spices, then wrapped in palm leaves 
and cooked in a fire pit. The incredibly tender 
meat is served with rice and an aromatic Omani 
tomato sauce — simply delicious.

Your kids aren’t always going to want to join you 
on vacation. But throw in some camels, quad 
bikes, a spa and great food, and you might just 
keep them with you for that precious extra year. 
To help persuade those discerning teenagers, 
Dunes by Al Nahda created a family-friendly 
adventure itinerary just for Elite Traveler readers.

DAY ONE 
From Muscat International Airport, you are 
whisked off by 4x4 to Dunes by Al Nahda, a 
tented luxury resort and spa in the Al Bathina 
South region of the Sultanate of Oman. Leave 
the bustle of the city behind for Dunes, 
overlooked by the majestic Al-Hajar Mountain 
Range. To fully experience the surrounding 
dunes, jump on a quad bike for a high-octane 
adventure. The dedicated quad bike guide will 
gently ease you into this popular pastime, 
gauging your adrenaline levels and giving you 
and the kids expert advice. Climb up virtually 
vertical sand dunes to marvel at the stunning 
views from the top before whizzing down  
the other side. 
 
DAY TWO 
Enjoy a leisurely breakfast at Fleur Restaurant 
and Bar while soaking up the beauty of the 
Omani panorama: The restaurant’s open-sided 
layout offers far-reaching views of the dunes, 
which change every hour of the day from sunup 
to sundown. 

Swapping yesterday’s four wheels for four 
legs, a visit to the local camel farm is a must. 
Travel at a more sedate and gentle pace as the 

The fleet descends
by David Branigan

safety and security — and they use laser 
range-finders and constant radio contact to 
coordinate movements, even while racing. 
“If we have a big crash, racing superyachts will 
end forever, so there’s a big responsibility on 
everyone,” says Mike Sanderson, Volvo Ocean 
Race winner and racing skipper on Mari Cha III. 
“The reality is that you are racing with the same 
enthusiasm and aggression as any sailing race; 
130 ft feels close when you’re on a 160 ft boat!”

 The result of bringing so many giant yachts 
together at a venue like Palma is an unmissable 
spectacle. And a place at the heart of the action 
is a grandstand experience like no other. 
Superyacht Cup from June 19 to 22. 
Contact Kate Branagh, event director, 
kateb@thesuperyachtcup.com, 
+34 971 615 238, thesuperyachtcup.com
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From top: Tents 
are backed by 
sand dunes; 
indulge in a sand 
bath in the 
open-air spa; 
mount a camel for 
a ride through the 
desert
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